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Abstract
We have conducteda seriesof experimentsin 0.01-molalchloride solutionsat2OOoCand 2
kbar on the muscovite-quartz-sanidineequilibrium for variable solid/fluid ratios, which in
theseexperimentsare proportional to the surfaceareaof the solids.The quenchpH decreases
with increasingsolid/fluid ratios for runs with starting solution compositionsin the sanidine
field (r.e., relatively alkaline solutions),but increaseswith increasingsolid/fluid ratios for
runs with starting solutionsin the muscovitefield (1.e.,relatively acid). The two trends intersect at a solid/fluid ratio of -l/16, which is the ratio that yields the narrowestequilibrium
log K (200"C, 2
reversals;in turn thesereversalsagreewell with the independently-calculated
kbar).
For the samereactionin 0.01-molalchloride solutionsat205"C and 17bar vapor pressure,
the sametrend of quenchpH-us.-solid/fluid ratio is observedfor the runs approachingequilibrium from the muscovitefield as for the 2 kbar runs, but no clear trend emergesfrom the
runs approachingequilibrium from the sanidinefield. Taken together,the experimentsat 2
kbar and 17 bar indicate that surfacereactionscannot accouotfor the two trends in quench
pH; if they did, the trendsobservedon approachingequilibrium from both sideswould be the
same,which they are not. We conclude that dilute solutions are appropriate for collecting
high-temperature/high-pressure
equilibrium data provided one usesthe rapid-quenchtechnique with solid/fluid massratios of -l/16.
The rapid-quench,dilute chloride solution techniquewas also used to determinelog K vs.
Z for the muscovite-quartz-sanidinereaction at 2 kbar and solid/fluid -l / 16 over the interval 20G-500"C.The log .rKs,determinedvla aqueous-speciation
calculationsfor each T and P,
coincidewith the log r(s calculatedindependentlyfrom the thermodynamicpropertiesof the
reactantsand products.

Introduction
Experimentalstudiesof solid-fluid equilibria have
traditionally employed concentrated(l-2 molar)
chloride solutions.Although thesestudieshave generally been successful,the technique has several
drawbacks.First, the amount of solid that must react
in order to bufer the solution is relatively large,
which increasesthe time necessaryto establishequilibrium. Second,the use of concentratedchloride solutions causesactivities of aqueousspeciesto depart
from the correspondingmolalities and the activity of
HrO to depart from unity.' Both of thesedepartures
I The standard state adopted here for aqueous species is one of
unit activity in a hypothetical one-molal solution referenced to infinite dilution at any temperature and pressure. The standard state
chosen for H2O and for minerals is one of pure liquid H2O and

pure solids,respectively,at any temperatureand pressure.
0003-004x,/80/09l 0- I 002$02.00

can alter the valuesobtainedfor the equilibrium constant of the reaction under investigation.The use of
dilute solutions eliminates these problems, but introducesthe uncertainty of interpreting quench pH
becauseofthe possibleeffectofsurface reactions.In
spite of the successfuluse of dilute chloride solutions
in autoclave experim€nts(Usdowski and Barnes,
1972),no systematicstudy hasyet beencarried out of
the possibledistorting effectsof surfacereactionson
quenchpH. Theseefects might be more important in
dilute than in concentratedsolutions.We report the
results of our experimentsof reaction l, along with
of the rapid-quenchpH technique in
an assessment
dilute chloride solution.
The reaction studied is:
3/2K-feldspar + Hio € l/2muscovite
* 3quartz * Klo
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For the standard states chosen here (see footnote l),
the equilibrium constant is
Kr: a**/a*

(2)

This reaction was chosen because (l) it has been
studied experimentally over a large range of temperature, pressure, and salinity (Hemley, 1959; Shade,
1968, 1974; Usdowski and Barnes, 1972; Gunter,
1974; Wintsch,1915); (2) equilibrium constants may
be calculated from the thermodynamic properties of
the reactants and products (Helgeson and Kirkham,
1976; Helgeson e/ al., 1978); (3) dissociation constants for the aqueous complexes of interest in the final solution are well known (Helgeson and Kirkham,
1976; Walther and Helgeson, 1977); and (4) the
quench molalities of H* and K* may be easily measured with specific-ion electrodes (Usdowski and
Barnes, 1972).
Many of our experiments have been designed to
determine if surface reactions of the type discussed
by Garrels and Howard (1959),
K-mica * H*:

H-mica * K*

K-feldspar * H* : H-feldspar + K*

(3)
(4)

occur in rapid-quench experiments during the
quench. Because these are surface reactions, the
amount of hydrogen ion adsorbed will be proportional to the surface area of the minerals present. In
order to vary the surface area in each experiment, the
mass of the starting solids has been varied, keeping
constant the mass of starting fluid. The particle size
of the solids was always the same. Thus, the total
mineral surface area is proportional to the mass of
solids, and also to the solid/fluid ratio. Both high
pressure and vapor pressure experiments have been
carried out at 200"C for the purpose of contrasting
the two different quenching techniques involved (see
below).
Methods
Starting mqterials
Only synthetic quartz, muscovite and K-feldspar
have been used in this study. They were prepared by
using oxide mixes of reagent-grade HrSi03,
AlCl3'6HrO, and K'CO.. The AlClr.6HrO was
heated at about 900"C for several hours to produce
X-ray amorphous AlrOr. Appropriate mixtures of
these materials were sealed in gold capsules with 0.05
g distilled-deionized HrO, and starting materials
were synthesized in standard cold-seal pressure vessels.
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The grain size and unit-cell dimensions of the synthetic starting materials are listed in Table I along
with the experimental conditions of synthesis. The Xray technique suggested by Wright and Stewart
(1968) using copper radiation (trCuKao : 1.5405624)
has been followed, except that U.S. Bureau of Standards silicon (a : 5.43088A at 25'C) has been used
as an internal standard instead of CaF, and that samples have been run at slower scanning rates (l/4" 20/
min). Unit cell parameters were calculated from the
measured 2d values by the computer program of
Burnham (1962).In all casesboth lM and 2M' muscovite have been synthesized together, but intensity
of lM muscovite peaks is considerably larger than
that of 2M, muscovite. The relatively large errors in
the refinements of the muscovite structures are a consequenceof the overlapping lM and 2M, peaks. Synthetic K-feldspar is high sanidine with slightly anomalous cell dimensions. Unit-cell parameters for
quartz are identical to those for a-quartz and are not
included in Table l. Aqueous chloride solutions of
variable rfl*.r/trr^c, ratios but constant chlorinity were
prepared by mixing l0-'molal KCI and l0-'molal
HCI solutions. All rapid-quench experiments were
conducted in sealed gold capsules. A constant 0.30 g
of solution was used in each run, and different
amounts of muscovite + sanidine + quartz (always in
the mass ratio of I : I : l) were weighed as required to
vary the mineral surface area.
High-pressure experiments
High-pressure experiments were carried out in
rapid-quench cold-seal pressure vessels of the type
figured by Rudert et al. (1976). The pressure and extension vesselswere 30 and 25 cm long respectively.
An 8-cm filler rod was used in each run to limit convection of the HrO pressure medium. Temperatures
were measured with sheathed chromel-alumel
thermocouples standardized against the melting
point of NaCl (800.5'C). Rudert et al. report temperature gradients in rapid-quench bombs which they
believe are unacceptably large. We report our measured temperature gradients in some detail because
so little is known about them and because our results
are significantly smaller than those of Rudert et a/.
Temperature gradients between the thermocouple
well and the charge were determined by comparing
the temperature measured in the thermocouple well
with the melting temperature of tin (231.9oC), zinc
(419.6), and antimony (630.7). These metals were
sealed in evacuated silica tubes (5 to 6 cm long and 6
mm O.D.) of dimensions close to those of the gold
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Table t. Conditions of synthesis,grain size, and unit-cell dimensions of synthetic starthg materials
CrystaL
dimensions
(nicrons )

Toc

San 3

52O

2

14

San 8

5oo

2

l+

Musc l-2

600

2

20

I&rsc L2
( 2 M ,)

600

2

zo

MUSC

570

2

12

lxloxl-O
.
Lxloxlo

570

2

12

lxlOxfO

(ru)

a4

( 1M)
Musc l-\
( 2M1)

P(Ift)

Run
duration
(aays )

Mineral

B

V

(deg)

^?
(I-)

abc

(8)

(8)

13.0139
B .6rl+6
+ 0 .O O 5 0 +
- r l0. o. 0101369
8.5877
3ox3oxl+0
+ 0 . 0 0 3 3 -+ 0 . 0 0 2 9
'5.2C36
8.9822
1x1Ox10
+ 0. 0 0 7 2 + 0 . 0 0 2 9

3ox3ox1+o

B.9BI+o
5.1787
+ 0 . 0 0 2 7 -+ 0 . 0 0 1 9
B.9T69
5'1981+
+ .0089 + 0.0039
8.9828
5.1832
+0.0039
+ 0.0033

capsulesused. The amount of metal melted as a
function of distance from the hot end could readily
be measuredby viewing the metal through the glass.
Temperature gradients so measured are shown in
Figure l. They are smaller than those reported by
Rudert et al., particularly at higher temperatures.
The errors of precision,thermal gradient, and furnacetemperaturefluctuation combineto give an estimated temperature uncertainty of between 5 and
10"C. Pressureswere monitored on a Heise Tkbar
pressure gauge. Because
temperature-compensated
all bombs were isolated from line pressureduring

tlt

116.l|95
+ 0.033
-rr5
. ror
+ 0 . o o 2 2 + o,O1B
ror.7:-o
To.z\zt
+0.0053 + o.o5\

72r.26
+ 0.93
1tg .>\8
+ O.ll85
[68.TB
+ 0.73

20.r65a
95.865
+0.0056 + 0.059
l o . e : 0 1 + lot-.6ss
+ 0.085
-95.620
!0.0073
20.r7T9
+ .0105 + o.O9)+

933.272
+ 0,56
T68.\T
+ o.97
gz\.get
+ 0,96

7.t699
-+70. .r0T0r r3 9

no. unaque
observations

'I

5

ao

13
LO

r)+
t2

most of the tg1 1ime,temperaturefluctuationsled to
pressurefluctuations. The maximum pressureerror
this causesis i50 bar.
Vaporpressureexperiments
In theseexperimentsthe sealedgold capsuleswere
placed in a drying oven, and the temperaturemonitored with a thermocouple placed adjacent to the
capsuleson the sameshelf in the oven. Pressurewas
the vapor pressureof the aqueous solution at the
temperature of the experiment. Rapid quench was
achievedby immersingthe capsulein an ice bath.
Activity measarements
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Fig. l. The change in temperature gradient with temperature as
determined by comparing the melting temperature of tin, zinc, and
antimony (sealed in evacuated silica glass tubes) with the
measured temperature in the thermocouple well. The data of
Rudert et al. (1976) have been included for comparison. The
temperature reported for each run is equal to the temperature
given by the thermocouple minus a quantity which equals the
temperature gradient (as given by this curve) multiplied by the
distance between the thermocouple well and the gold reaction
tube.

Both pH and pK of the final, quenchedaqueous
solutionswere measuredwith specffic-ionelectrodes.
A Beckman flat bulb combination pH electrode
#39507 was used with a lithium trichloroacetateinternal filling solution to prevent KCI contamination.
The uncertainty in pH measurementis +0.05.
Orion's 93 seriespotassium-ionelectrodewas usedin
conjunction with the referenceportion of the combination pH electrodeto measurepK with an error of
+0.02. Orion digital pH meterswere standardizedto
read KCI molality directly with the slopeadjustedto
1007o.Both electrodeswere standardizedbefore and
after each experimentalmeasurement.
All measurements were made in a glove box
flushedwith compressedair bubbled through NaOH
solutioirsto remove CO, and through distilled water
to ensure HrO saturation. This processminimized
CO, contaminationand evaporationof the quenched
solution during the measurementof activity. Approxirnately 4 minutes elapsedbetweenthe quench and
insertion of the electrodesinto the solution, and another t/z and 3 minutes were required to achieve
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stable pK and pH readings respectively. The response
of the pH electrode was monitored on a strip chart
recorder, so that the rate of approach to a stable
reading could be accurately assessed.
Run products
Following each experiment the silicates were examined by optical and X-ray techniques. The solutions were so dilute that very little new muscovite or
sanidine precipitated during the experiment, and
textural evidence was often insufficient to determine
reaction direction. However, the growth of muscovite
on sanidine crystals and the inclusion of muscovite
and sanidine in quartz are taken as evidence of sanidine dissolution in solutions of low starting m*.,/
mr., tatio. Muscovite inclusions could be occasionally detected in sanidine crystals, indicating sanidine
growth at the expense of muscovite * quartz. Euhedral quartz crystals about l0 x 50 microns crystallized in runs whose initial starting compositions were
either in the muscovite or the sanidine field. In view
of the irregular distribution of these textures, the direction of change in pH and pK provides a more reliable monitor of reaction direction and extent of reaction. X-ray scans of all run products have been
made, but in no instance could a change in the polymorph of a phase be detected. In two runs, however,
a peak at -l4A was identified, and in both runs the
amount of sanidine was much reduced.
Calculation of speciation
In order to obtain the ratio a**/ar, (: K." for reaction l) from the measured m*'o,, the distribution of
aqueous speciesmust first be calculated for the aqueous solution from each run. We have calculated the
speciation by solving the following nonlinear system
of four mass-action-law equations (one each for the
complexes KCl, HCl, KOH, and HrO) and three
mass balances (for K, H, and Cl):
:

K*c,

fltrccr" -lxcr

(5)

mH+ y.'* fncr-

^lcr- :

Kncr

fr1'cr" .fsct

(6)

flTy+ lr+ lllon-

los-

//ls+ ls+ tilon

'f

mK+ yK+ ntcr-

lcr

:

ou- :

K*o"

f/l*os"

Krro Atro

/flp,o.:

mK* + m*.r"

ffict,ror:
f/111,1s1 :

fxou

Q)
(8)

* m*.,r"

(9)

fficr- I

mHcr" + mKa"

(10)

t:llH*

fllHc]r"

(l l)

*

The seven unknowns are the molalities of K*. H*,
OH-, Cl-, KClo, HClo, and KOH.. The activity of
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HrO (see footnote l) is a function (though a very insensitive one) of the molalities of those seven species,
and it can be calculated by solving a system with the
7 equations above plus one similar to that of Wood
(1975, eq. 14, p. I150) which yields a",o as a function
of the molalities of individual aqueous species.
(Wood's eq. 14 yields a",o in terms of the stoichiometric molalities of neutral salts.) If we do this for all
our runs aH,ocomes out to be > 0.997, and therefore,
to simplify matters, it has been set to 1.0 at any T, P.
In solving the system of equations we have calculated also (by iteration on the ionic strength) the individual-ion activity coefficients with the Stokes-Robinson equation modified by Helgeson (1969, eq. 43):

roe
yl(r,P,T7:
;ffiHfi.+

i(rx- 02)

and the activity coefficients for neutral complexes
with the equation (Helgeson, 1969, eq. 36):
log yo (7, D : of

(13)

where y,t and yo are the individual activity coefficients; d, and z, the distanceof closestapproach and
chargefor eachspecies;A, B the Debye-Hiickel coefficients;1-thetrue ionic strength;and B nd o coefficientsdependenton Z. The temperatureand pressure
dependenceof y,l are incorporatedin the coefficients
A and B which were calculated from the dielectric
constant and density of HrO at the P, 7 of interest
(Helgeson and Kirkham, 1974,their eqs. 2 and,3).
Values for B at vapor pressurewere taken from Helgeson(1969)without a pressurecorrection.Values of
o (eq. 13) up to 300"C were obtained from the data
in Helgeson(1969,Table 2); for higher-temperature
experirnents,the 300"C value was used,and no pressure correction was made for the experimentsat 2
kbar. Errors introduced by theseapproximationsare
very small. Note in particular that the quantities B^fand,olin eqs. 12 and 13 are very small, insofar as B
and o are multiplied by true ionic strengthsof less
than l0-'m-another minor advantageof performing
quench equilibrium experimentsin dilute chloride
solutions.
The input neededto solvethe systemof equations
consistsof four dissociationconstants(taken for each
Z, P of interestfrom Helgesonand Kirkham , 1976, p.
and the total molalitiesfor Cl, K, and H.
ll0-lll)
Chloride was assumedunchangedfrom the starting
molality, and the last two total molalities were measured directly in the quench solution at the end of
each run. We have not made the assumptionsof
Montoya and Hemley (1975),who took the total con-
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centrations of potassium in the initial and flnal solutions to be equal (which ignores take-up or release of
potassium by the minerals), or of Shade (1968) and
Usdowski and Barnes (1972\, who took the activities
of K* and Cl- to be equal (which is probably inaccurate on account of the differences in molalities
and activity coefficients for the two ions).
The actual solving was performed by the subroutine zsvsru (of the International Mathematical and
Statistical Library), which requires a set of initial
guessesfor all the unknowns. The output for each solution consists of the molalities, activities, and activity coefficients for each species in the solution, the
true ionic strength, and an echo of all the constants
and initial guessesused. Four-significant-figure solutions were remarkably stable, never requiring more
than six iterations.
Cal culat ed equilib rium constan ts
Equilibrium constants for reaction I were calculated using the thermodynamic properties of the solids from Helgeson et al. (1978), and the partial molal
volumes, heat capacity T, P functions, and entropies
of ions from Helgeson and Kirkham (1976). The values obtained are shown in Figures 2,3, 4 and 6. The
calculations were performed with the computer program SUPCRTdescribed by Helgeson et al. (1978, p.
202) and kindly provided by them. We do not know
the error of these calculated equilibrium constants,
but the effect of replacing the thermodynamic properties of sanidine by those of microcline in these calculations is shown in Figures 4 and 6.
Results
Initial and final experimental concentrations and
calculated equilibrium constants for all experiments

are given in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 summarizesthe
experimentsconducted at 205oC and 17 bar vapor
pressurefor a variety of solid/fluid ratios.Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between solid/fluid ratio
and the calculatedlog(a**/an*) ratio for theseexperiments. Table 3 summarizesthe results of experiments conducted at 2 kbar. Experiments I through
24 wererun at temperaturesnear 200oC,2 kbar, and
at various solid/fluid ratios, and their relationship is
shown in Figure 3. Experiments 25-32 were conducted at various temperaturesat a solid/fluid ratio
of l/16 (seebelow),and are summarizedin Figure 4.
Discussion
Effect of solid/fluid ratio
A variety of trends are establishedby the seriesof
experimentsin which the solid/fluid ratio is variable.
Figures 2 and 3 show that log (a**/a'*) increases
with solid/fluid ratio, and thus with surfacparea,for
experimentswhoseinitial solutiofi compositionswere
in the muscovite field (i.e., relatively acidic). The
data in Tables 2 and 3 show that these trends are
causedprimarily by increasesin the pH in the runs,
and that smallerincreasesin pK tend to lower the effect of pH on the activity ratio. For the experiments
whosestarting solution compositionswere in the sanidine field (r.e., were relatively alkaline), (a"*/a"*)
decreaseswith increasingsolid/fluid ratio at 2 kbar,
but follows no clear trend at l7 bar (Figs. 2 and 3).
The 2 kbar resultsare also shown in Figure 5 to depict the relationship betweenthe calculatedpH and
pK as the solid/fluid ratio varies. For experiments
approaching equilibrium from the muscovite field
the pH and pK generallyvary linearly with a slopeof
-l and an intercept of pH -4.8. For runs in which

Table 2. Results of 45-day experiments at 205oC and 17 bar (vapor pressure), and calculated values of log (ay*/as*),
romc strength

run #

1og
s o _ L 1 o /r l - u f o

Calculated.

-2.72
-2.05
-a,99
-o.l+8
-2.60

2.00
2.oo
2.oo
2.oo
2,O0

10
l_1
I2

-2.07
-1.00
-0. l+B

2.00
2.OO
2.00
2.00
2.00

ao

17
rMolaf

units

iosl%7"trt

pK

6
T
B
9

,

and

76*/7s*,

4.05
)+.05
)+.05
)+.05
9.2I
9.2I
9.21
9.2r
10.02
10.02

t

2.05
2.O5
2

oq

2.O3
l-.yo

5.70
5.)12
6.zz
A ?o

nq

T.2I

2.O5

s.g6

7.2r
7.2r
7.2L
8 .o 2
8. 0 2

2.08
ro7
7.79

7.16
6.r5
T. 2 '
5.57
5.2\

I

Ot

1.88

yK/n{* i'*

3.60
4.34
)+.2I
)].69
3.86

o.975
o.975
0. 9 ? 3
o.962
o.975

qn?

q

l+.18
,.\6
1Ac

\ .13
5.1+1
3.60

J,JO

?

0.976
o.973
o.968
0.972
0.9Tr

4.39
)1.26
4.74
?

ol

n?

?l

ro!
8?
89
96

r ),<

87
o)

9)+
100
105
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Table 3. Experimentalresultsat 2 kbar total pressure,and calculatedvaluesoflog (a.*,/as*),.rx*/ytt*, and ionic strength

run tr

Toc

Run
duration
cays

jj

Startl
Log
soalo/ r -Lu1c

pK

pfi

-2-98
-2.05
-t .01
-0.1+8
-r.92
-1.51
-r.20

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
z.Oa
2.OO
2.00

).+T
2T
\6
).+2
27
\2

-)

6a

-t

02

2.00
2.00
2.O0
2.00
2.00
2.00

262 + ).+
362 + ro
475 + rO

20
a7
20

-r.22
-r.20

51e + )+
260+5
356+3
)+85T2
6zliz

zo
20
20
20
2r

-1.20
-I.22
-1.22
-r.22

11
2
3
4
13
1l+
15

189+5
195+2
195+2
197+3
I92+3
r92+3
I92+\

\" 2
)+2
45

r92
20
2r
22
23
d-+

2oo+4
209+5
199+2
201 +3
203 + l+
2Ol+3

25
26
27
a83,4
29
30
31
323

5
" 5

-1. )o

-o.96
-0 . )+B

Final
log
(n6+/\+/

) +. 0 5
l +. 0 5
I+.05
1.05
3.09
3.og
3.09

Ca.Iculated
1og

pK

pH (**+/1r+)
6.40
6.95
5. 9 5
7.28
6.78
6.73
6.72

4. 4 3
1.88
l+.83

1.09
1.09
1.09

r.9T
2.o7
2.r2
2.28
2.00
1.90
r.T7

10.02
10.02
10.02
10.02
9.75
10.02

8.02
8.02
8.02
8.02
7.75
8.o2

2 .o o
2.00
1.98
1.82
I.72
1.38

8.46
7.rr
7.60
T .0 8
5.)+5
5.28

5.)+6

2 .o o
2.00
2.OO

3.08
3.d1
3.08

1.08
L.d+
1.08

I.89
r.T2
r.92

5.r+8
6 . 1 8 4. 8 0
5. 9 6 4 . 0 4

2 .o o
2.O0
2.OO
2.00
2.00

3.08
9.27
g.2I
9.2r
9.2r

1.08
7.2r
T.2I
7.2r
7.2r

1.89 \.57
2 .o o 6 . 7 8
2.o9 5.57
t. yo

l +. 1 6
2.67

2,05

t

nq

o,rz

1 . 9 ) + 4 .6 r

q 1t

It.78
]+.83
+.9)

1og

("*+/a"*)

4.Jt

)t.77
\.72
l+.88
4.58
)+.73
4. 8 6
5. l+o

(yrr.*/yn*) f s x r o L
o. 9 8 1
o.982
o. 9 8 3
0.983
o.982
0.980
O.9TT

83
78
It
7I
B2
f07

v .90)

179

ql

0.979
0.979
o.977
0.97'
o,960

9)+
ro2

4.47
)1.67
3.87

o.976
0.968
0.969

9o
96

2.68
\.72

3.20
)+,56

\. t8

c.Jo

0.972
0.978
0.977
0.969

8z
66

>.zo
l +. 7 1 +
?on

4.b)

3.99
3.20

Ql

1rl,

209

OJ

of

38

'lrto
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'T_oo.1-lttle
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'IVo
sanidine
in run ptoducxs
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units
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i
lto
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equilibrium was approached from initially alkaline
solutionsa very steeptrend is obtained in which the
increasein a". is much larger than that in a**.
Surfoce reactions

Log (solid./fluid)
Fig. 2. Variation of log (as*/as*) with log (solid/fluid mass
ratio) at 17 bar and 205'C. Each run is represented by a short
vertical bar. The arrows show the direction of approach to
equilibrium, and each number identifies a run in Table 2. Arrows
pointing up and joined by the solid line refer to experiments in
which the starting solution had a low a.**/as* ratio, which is
equivalent to saying that the solution was acid and that it was
initially in the muscovite field. Arrows pointing down and joined
by the dashed line refer to runs in which the starting solution had
(r.e., a starting solution that was alkaline and in
a high ap/as*
the sanidine field). The a1.+/as+ for each run was calculated from
quench measurements via the speciation of the final solution. The
horizontal line at log (aa./as*) - 4.8 indicates the equilibrium
constant for reaction I calculated from thermodynamic data in
Helgeson et al. (1978) and Helgeson and Kirkham (1976).

Surface reactionslike 3 and 4 could, in principle,
affect the quench pH and produce the trends of Figures3 and 4 if their exchangeconstantschangedwith
temperatureand pressure.However, theseconstants
may either increaseor decreasewith temperatureand
thus only one trend at most could be explained by
surfaceexchange.For example,ifthe exchangeconstants decreased,and especiallyif they becomeless
than I at high P and Z, thesesurfaceswould begin
to adsorb K* and desorbH*. During the quench K*
would be desorbedand H* adsorbed,savsinr mK*/
mB* tatio to increasein the quench solution. This increasewould be greaterthe greaterthe surfacearea,
and could produce the trend establishedby the acid
approach experimentsof Figures 2 and 3.If, on the
other hand, the exchangeconstantsincreasedwith
increasingT and P, then the oppositepattern of surface exchange(i.e., that obtained in the alkaline approach experiments,Fig. 3) would take place.
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change reactions 3 nd 4 are >> I at both low and
high temperatures, how much would surface exchangereactionschange the m.* upon quench?Order-of-magnitude calculations of such an effect yield
changesin the z"r in solution of -10-'' moles/liter
o
for the lowestsolid/fluid ratio and -10-'o moles/liter
-9
for the highest solid/fluid ratio, even allowing the
o
q
high-temperatureK"* to increaseor decreaseby three
4
orders of magnitude with respectto its value at low
temperature.[The calculationsinvolved averagesof
particle size and surface charge density, the actual
3
-3-2-tO
massesof the solidsand fluid in our experiments(Ta-og (solid/fluid)
bles 2 and 3), and the actual experimental water
vs. log (solid/fluid mass
Fig. 3. Variation of log (ap/as.)
compositions.]Becausethesequantities(10-''-10-'0
ratio) for reaction I at 200'C and 2 kbar total pressure. The
mole H*/liter) are so much smaller than the actual
horizontal line indicates the equilibrium constant for reaction I
pH changesmeasured(up to threepH units, seealkacalculated from thermodynamic data-see caption to Fig. 2 for
more details.
line trend, Fig. 3), it can safelybe concludedthat neither of the quench pH trends of Figure 3, not even
Which trend (if either) is more likely to be caused the trend establishedby the alkaline approach experby surfacereactionsis determinedby how and how iments, can result from the surfacereactions.
much the exchange constants vary with changes in
Approach to equilibrium
temperature and pressure.Considerationsbased on
The approach of theseexperimentsto equitbrium
estimatesof A^S,and LV, for reactions3 and 4 point
to increasing exchange equilibrium constants,Ke*, can only be assessedby the degreeof approach of
with increasingtemperature,and therefore only the
trend of decreasingrfis'/ms* with increasingsolid/
fluid (Fig. 3) could, in principle, be explainedby surface adsorption.The experimentalresultsof Dugger
et al. (1964)for the surfaceexchangegel-SiOK + Hio
: gel-SiOH + Ki tend to confirm the above predicMontoyo ond
tion of increasingK"- with increasingL Actual values for K"- of reactions 3 and 4 are only available at
At 25oCand I bar, K, : l0'o and
low temperatures.
:
10" (Garrels and Howard, 1959). The only
Ko
rooo
high Z-P data bearing on the problem are those of TOK
Currie (1968),who measuredthe solubility of albite
MUSCOVITE
in pure H,O at 400-600"C and 0.75-3.5kbar. He
showedthat Na/Al in the experimentalsolutionswas
always higher than in albite, and that the pH of the
final solutions varied between 9.64 and 10.63, depending on the experimental conditions. The high
Nalo and low Hi content of the experimental solutions imply that at theselarge temperature-pressure
23456
conditions H* was strongly preferred to Na* on the
Log(oK./oHt
feldspar surface.Hydrolysis of ions releasedby conFig. 4. The variation with temperature of the log (ap/att)
gruent dissolution of the albite also changesthe pH,
(via the speciation) from experiments conducted at 2
calculated
pH
experiunits, as in Currie's
but not by several
kbar in l0-2 molal Cl- solutions at a solid/fluid ratio of 1/16.
though
ments. Thus all the experimental evidence,
Boxes give uncertainty limits, and arrows indicate the direction of
scant, suggeststhat these silicate surfaces strongly approach to equilibrium (see caption to Fig. 2). The solid curve
prefer H* to K* (or Na*) over a wide range of tem- was independently calculated from thermodynamic data for
minerals and aqueous species in Helgeson et al. (1978), Helgeson
peraturesand pressures.
and Kirkham (1976), and Walther and Helgeson (1977).
exK"*'s
for
surface
Given, therefore, that the
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aK*/aH*ratios at similar solid/fluid ratios. The systematic trends of Figure 3 show that the closestapproach to equilibrium of initially very different starting solutions is obtained at a solid/fluid ratio of
-10-'2 : l/16. The experimentsat l7 bar (Fig. 2)
suggestan optimum solid/fluid ratio of -ll10, but
becausethey are more erratic than those at 2 kbar,
l/16 zppearsto be the most favorable solid/fluid ratio to approachequilibrium most closely.

r50

m'-

H igher-t emperature experiments
Experiments investigating reaction I have been
conductedat -260,360, 480, and 620oCat 2 kbar,
and at a solid/fluid ratio of l/16. Figure 4 showsthat
all experimentsbetween200' and 500'C exept #26
form tight reversalsof reaction l. Comparison of
thesereversalswith the calculatedequilibrium constant yJ. temperature curve shows good agreement

50

uLog
6
1o*,/or.)

7

Fig. 6. The variation with temperature of the log (ay*/ar*)
calculated from experiments of this study and from Usdowski and
Barnes (1972). The equilibrium constants calculated theoretically
for reaction I using alternatively microcline and sanidine are
included for comparison.

betweenthe two. Two experiments(28 and 32) above
600oC on Figure 4 fall to the left of the calculated
line but very closeto eachother. In each casea l4A
phase (aluminum montmorillonite?) was produced,
destroyingthe buffer assemblageof reaction l. Thus
thesetwo points should not plot with the lower-temperature results becausea different assemblagebuffers these experiments.These two experimentsare
neverthelesscompatible with what is known about
this chemical and mineralogical system,becauseall
theoretically calculated equilibrium constants for
muscovite-aluminosilicatelie to the left of the muscovite-sanidineline. The convergenceof the solution
compositionsof thesetwo runs suggeststhat a close
approach to (probably metastable)equilibrium has
been achieved.Thus these600"C resultsfurther support the reliability of the rapid-quenchtechnique,because they yield solution compositions in general
agreementwith theoretical prediction and because
they are closely reversed.

PH zoo

2.OO

2.50

pK
Fig. 5. Calculated (-log as*) vs. calculated (-log ap*) for
experiments conducted near 200oC at 2 kbar. The crosses indicate
the uncertainties in the activities. The equilibrium constant
calculated from thermodynamic data for minerals and aqueous
species at 200'C is given by the slope of the solid line. See caption
to Fig. 2 for more details.

Comparisonwith otherwork
Our results at 200oC and 17 bar are comparedin
Figure 6 to the work of Usdowski and Barnes(1972)
and to the calculated equilibrium constantsfor microcline and sanidine.In view of the different experimental techniques and starting materials used in
thesetwo experimentalstudies,the resultsare in re-
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markable agreement with each other. Also, the experimental data are in reasonable agreement with the
calculated curves.
Higher-ptessure experiments have been conducted
on reaction I by Hemley (1959), Shade (1968, 1974),
Gunter (19'14),and Wintsch (1975). Most of these results are difficult to compare with the present study
because the experiments were conducted at different
pressures or chlorinities from those reported here.
The study of Wintsch (1975) includes five experiments run at 2 kbar in l0-' molal solutions. This
curve lies at activity ratios approximately 0.4 log
units smaller than the results reported here. These
experiments involved solid/fluid ratios of between
l/30 and l/60, and the data in Table 3 show that
half of the discrepancy between the two experimental
studies could be a consequence of this smaller solid/
fluid ratio. The error in the activity ratio of these experiments is =0.2 log units. Thus within the uricertainty of the data, the results of this study and of
Wintsch (1975) are in agreement.
It is difficult to compare the calculated activity ratios of Shade (1968, 1974) and Montoya and Hemley
(1975) with our calculations, because the former
studies do not include the computation of activity coefficients, the calculations of Shade (1968, 1974) involve the simphfying assumption that a** : dcr-,
which is not strictly valid, and the calculations of
Montoya and Hemley (1975) are for I kbar. We
have, however, adjusted the activity ratios of Montoya and Hemley to 2 kbar. The corrected ratios are
included in Figure 4 for comparison. [n view of the
different methods involved in these calculations, they
are in reasonable agreement.
The data in Figure 4 are thus significant because
the equilibrium constant for reaction I at 2 kbar as a
function of temperature has been obtained by a variety of methods that yield similar results. Within the
limits of the errors involved, the equilibrium constants calculated from Hemley's (1959) experiments
at I kbar in 2-molar solutions are indistinguishable
from those calculated in this study from experiments
at2kbar in l0-'zmolal solutions. Both of these results
agree with the equilibrium constants calculated from
the thermodynamic data of Helgeson et al. (1978)
which were, in turn, calculated from other experimental studies involving the synthetic minerals of reaction l. We conclude, therefore, that the thermodynamic properties of synthetic muscovite, sanidine,
and quartz are uniform from laboratory to laboratorv.

Conclusions
From the data summarizedin Figures 2 and 3 it
appearsthat surface reactionsdo not affect quench
pH in dilute solutions. Although we have no explanation for the observedtrends of pK and pH vs.
the solid/fluid ratio, they suggestthat the narrowest
reversalsare obtained at solid/fluid ratios of l/16.
Significantly, these narrowest reversalsare also the
onesclosestto the calculatedlog K.
We recommendthat the aqueousconcentrationsof
all elementsbe measuredafter quench for two reasons:to better monitor the approach to equilibrium
and to alof the solutionswith the whole assemblage,
low for a more thorough calculationof the speciation
of the final solution (in this casethe addition of silica
and aluminum species).
The agreementof our equilibrium constants,determined from experimentsin dilute solutions,with
the constantsdeterminedby othersfrom experiments
in concentratedsolutions,and with constantscalculated from an internally-consistentset of thermodynamic properties is remarkable. Clearly, accurate
high-temperature/high-pressuresolid-fluid equilibrium data can be obtained from experiments involving dilute chloride solutions.
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